In this paper, I discuss a drawing that substituted for an engraving in a copy of Philosophical Transactions once owned by Thomas Kirke (1650 -1706 , FRS 1693 . I suggest that prints allowed Kirke to train his eye as well as his hand. His case is useful for raising further questions about visual representations in early modern science.
The Wren Library has a set of Philosophical Transactions once owned by Thomas Kirke (1650 Kirke ( -1706 . Kirke, from Cookridge, Leeds, matriculated in Trinity College in 1668 (Jackson 2004) , though this appears not to be the reason why his set ended up at Trinity. Kirke became part of a circle of like-minded people in York who were interested in the study of natural and antiquarian topics. This group included the physician and naturalist Martin Lister (1639-1712) (Roos 2011) , the antiquarian Ralph Thoresby (1658-1728) (Kell 2004 ) and the glass-painter Henry Gyles (1646-1709) (Brighton 2004 ). Kirke was elected Fellow of the Royal Society on 30 November 1693, became a close friend of Sir Godfrey Copley's (1653-1709), and was known for his fine library, a museum, and a park with a maze (Armytage 1954 ).
We do not know when Kirke started to subscribe to Philosophical Transactions, but a full set of volumes 1 to 22 have survived. Kirke marked the title page of every volume with his monograph "TK. " He seems to have read through every issue of the journal, assiduously implementing the corrections listed in the errata at the back, and inscribing now and again names of authors of papers whose names had not been printed. At one place on page 629 in issue no. 33 (1667/8), he inscribed a proverb, "nulla dies sine linea [no day without a line], " which was associated with the most famous painter of antiquity, Apelles. The laer was reputed to have practised daily at his cra, however busy he was (Pliny the Elder, 1938 -1963 .
No. 170 of Philosophical Transactions, dated 20 April 1685, was printed in Oxford. Since Henry Oldenburg's time, the publication of this journal, including the financial arrangements, was the personal responsibility of the Secretary of the Royal Society (Andrade 1965) . While Francis Aston (1644-1715) was Secretary, Philosophical Transactions (no. 144 to no. 178) was printed in Oxford, because the printing of both the text and engravings was deemed "beer and cheaper" there (Gunther 1939, 368 I think to send you to-morrow a leer of Mr Leewenhoeck about the figures of Salts, there are some things in it very curious, there are 11 plates of figures, which perhaps will goe into one ordinary plate, but if they will not, or if you have more Figures, I would have you make 2 plates, for wee ought never to make a plate too big. (quoted in Gunther 1939, 85-86) The drawings were thus sent up to Oxford and engraved onto one plate with just one additional figure for the issue.
In Kirke's copy (Figure 1 ), the engraving is replaced by a drawing by him. At the boom right of the page where the engraving was marked "I.S. sculp., " Kirke had inscribed: "TK delin: 1695" to indicate that TK drew [this in] 1695.
Why did Kirke make this drawing? A plausible answer would be that when Kirke decided to obtain a full run of the Philosophical Transactions, he found the engraving lacking or mangled in this particular issue, but managed to borrow one from someone else to copy. We unfortunately know very lile about how back issues and engravings were acquired by later readers to complete a set. It is not obvious that it was the subject-maer that led Kirke to copy the engraving, since there is another drawing by Kirke for issue no. 195, which illustrates entirely unrelated topics. It seems unlikely that Kirke deliberately removed these two engravings to substitute them with his own drawings.
Kirke's drawing for no. 170 is in fact a remarkably faithful line-drawing copy of the original engraving, including the hatching in the shadows. It is rare that we find evidence of the graphic skills of a Fellow of the Royal Society-and it is even rarer to work out how such a person might have become a proficient draughtsman. In Kirke's case, we have two clues. The first is a leer he wrote on 20 June 1674, from London to Henry Gyles in York:
Honest Harry … you advise mee to ge A collection of good prints & you animate mee to it by Mr Bells example; I confesse I love prints and could wish that I were well stokt with them: but (res angusta domi) will not suffer mee to lye out any thing excepting for absolute necessities. You say Mr Lodge will see mee as soone as hee comes to Towne. I shall be glad to see him & I will goe along with him (as I have done with Mr Addinall) to see him chuse good things that I may beer my judgement that way by him. I find the caalouge of good Cus in my Trunk which I shall peruse. (quoted in Hake 1922, 62) "Mr Lodge" is most certainly William Lodge of Leeds (1649-89) (Griffiths 2004b) , who went on to produce etchings in Giacomo Barri's The Painter's Voyage of Italy (1679). Mr Addinall could be a William Addinall recorded as a painter, stainer, and freeman of York in 1688 (Collins 1900, 166 ). Kirke's acquaintances from Yorkshire certainly shared an interest in collecting prints and were guiding him in what to collect and how to go about collecting them. Kirke's leer is an indication of how he trained his eye and judgment for good prints by following others' advice and example.
Kirke also reported in the same leer that he met Joseph Moxon (1627-91), printer, globe-maker, and author of Practical Perspective: or Perspective Made Easie (1670) (Bryden 2004 ) and through him, William Faithorne the Elder (1616-91), the pastellist and engraver who had published The Art of Graveing and Etching (1662) (Griffiths 2004a . This leer suggests that Kirke was not just learning empirically about good prints from his Yorkshire friends, but that he was also party to more general discussions about the usefulness of perspective.
The second clue comes from a manuscript that Kirke once owned, entitled The Art of limning ether by the life landscape or histories, now MS 33 at the Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Leeds. This happens to be a very close (though incomplete) copy of Edward Norgate's Miniatura, or, the Art of Limning, whose initial owners were "an elite and interlocked society which kept to itself the secret of limning incorporated in Norgate's text" (Norgate 1997, 15 ). Kirke's manuscript is almost identical to the manuscript now in the British Library, Harleian 6376, compiled soon aer Anthony Van Dyck's death in 1641 (Norgate 1997, 221) by the miniaturist John Hoskins (Murdoch 2004) . By 1679, this manuscript was owned by Henry Gyles, and it is very likely that Kirke borrowed this copy from Gyles to make his own.
Harleian 6376 and Kirke's copy are variations of the first version of Norgate's Miniatura and start with a detailed account of drawing implements and the importance of training to draw (Norgate 1997, 208-302) . This is a section that was not present or prominent in Norgate's second version, nor was it included in William Sanderson's publication of Graphice (1658) which drew on the first edition (Norgate 1997, 223 ). Kirke's manuscript explains how to master the art of drawing, expressed as an ability to copy a print faithfully: "Limn not at all before you can Imitate a print of Albert Durer or some other Master, soe well as the one may hardly be knowne from the other with a penn" (Kirke n.d., 3v) . It advised "dayly practice, " of first copying a simple print or a discrete part of a print such as a bird, face, or hand, before moving on to wax models and then eventually drawing objects "by the life. " It then promoted drawing from memory which would assist the imagination, judgement, and invention. For my present purposes, the point to note about Kirke's manuscript is how prints were used as the starting point for learning to draw. The lines in prints were to be copied first with chalk, the dra had to be compared with the print and corrected, and the use of a compass was recommended for checking the proportions of the component parts. The chalk lines were then rubbed out lightly and traced over with finer lines using a pen made of a quill of a raven or a goose, and shadows were added with hatching (Kirke n.d., .
Without studying Kirke's library in detail or without understanding the circulation of other drawing manuals, it would be rash to claim any well-defined interest in Norgate's Miniatura among the Fellows of the Royal Society or among the York group. It would be tempting, nevertheless, to think that Kirke had trained his hand by copying prints as advocated in a Norgate manuscript, practising daily, perhaps, as the Elder Pliny claimed Apelles had done. Kirke's drawing of the engraving of Philosophical Transactions certainly shows that he was capable of copying a print faithfully. Kirke, in fact, appears to have been not alone in copying prints, since we know that his friend Thoresby (who also owned a Norgate manuscript, now MS Add. 12461, British Library), for example, copied engravings in Gilbert Burnet's History of the Reformation of the Church of England (Hunter 1830, I, 113) . For the moment, we can note that for Kirke, prints were important for training both the eye and the hand.
While the specifics of Kirke's training as a draughtsman remains conjectural, his case prompts us to wonder how Fellows of the Royal Society like Kirke, whose eyes and hands were trained by prints, appreciated and judged other printed images in scientific books or journals, and how their training, in turn, affected the way they themselves put images to use in maers of knowledge. Studies of the uses of drawings in natural knowledge and of the editorial processes of transforming images into printable and printed form would undoubtedly contribute to our understanding of visual representations in the Royal Society, but these are yet to be undertaken in any comprehensive way. Without beer insight into the graphic ideals, skills, and practices of those who were interested in studying nature, we are not yet in a position to determine whether there was a genre of visual representations that was specifically "scientific" in the early modern period. S K Trinity College Cambridge CB2 1TQ United Kingdom sk111@cam.ac.uk
